Welcome to The GoBe Collective:
NightOwl & EarlyBird: Life at The Olive Tree
Picnic Meeting at Trintiy Bellwoods Park, Toronto
July 26th, 2017 (Educators, Social Work, Biz & Marketing, Cultural
& Creative Contributors)

WHY AM I WHO I AM?
You are perfect just the way you are.  You have been selected for your selfless compassionate
ways, your open-mind attitude for inclusion and your skills & experience as a progressive
thought-leader who has the potential to shape our future in a positive way.  But who are you?
BELOW: Fill in the empty spaces. FOR SPOKES: Fill in tactile skills, accredited designations,
distinctive attitudes that make you an exceptional professional in your discipline as it relates to you
being here.  IN PIES BETWEEN SPOKES: Fill in how you are best compassionate or optimally
open-minded that you will bring to the table in developing this product. AROUND THE TIRE:  List
the positive attributes you present to the world.  IN THE INNER RIM CLOSE TO THE CORE: List
the positive attributes that you are too shy to reveal that you know will help inspire change.
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MY MANTRA OF OBJECTIVES
A mantra is another way of expressing a sacred/special prayer or objective that is usually
announced outside of ourselves to allow it to exist as sacred or special. Often times, we keep our
thoughts compiled within our brain without a chance to air them out to make sense of what we truly
want. This is our individual and collective opportunity to reveal our goals for this project.

WHEEL AT LEFT: UNIQUE SKILL SETS
Commit to (3) three unique and specific skills that
you bring to the table that will be unlike other
contributors of similar qualifications. Keep in mind
that we are developing a children’s book with
progressive themes to inspire changes toward a
world that is more human-friendly and
eco-conscious, everyday.
In each of the (3) three pie-areas, explain these
unique skills in detail.

WHEEL AT RIGHT: SKILLS TO IMPROVE
Commit to (6) six different ways that you will
stay vigilant about improving throughout this
product’s progress and during your time in
collaborating in a team dynamic.
Consider one goal from each area of yourself
(This is only a suggestion framework)::
a) Your physical sensory self
b) You in your physical environment
c) Your mind or mindfulness
d) Your emotional self or empathetic self
e) Your intelligent self
f) Your intuitive self

